SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE

A highly forward focused technical event that brings together the advanced members of the Python community for two days to showcase the future of the language and ecosphere. The event is keenly centered around the social and technical networking aspects of core community building. The intimate 250 international attendees will range from intermediate to advanced developers that are seeking best practices, new methods of use, and insight into the direction of the Python language.
Quick Details

- 250 attendees; intimately sized for community building.
- Target audience is intermediate to expert Python developers, the ideal candidates for recruitment.
- Resulting goal is a tight knit, core attendance of developers and sponsors focused on the future.
- Presentations will be first run, never before seen content with a focus on tactical application.

- Event is being organized by the curators of CodeConf and JSConf to ensure a huge success for community and sponsors alike.
- All CodeConf events are the fusion of top talent, top companies, and top quality events.
- Sponsorships are tailored to ensure they meet or exceed your expectations.

We work with you to ensure it is the best sponsorship possible.
How This Works

- Sponsorships will be filled on a first-come, first-served basis. Once an item is selected it is no longer available.

- Sponsorship price covers the full cost for the sponsored item. You only need to pay for your attendee’s travel and lodging.

- We handle as much or as little of the management of the item for you to ensure either way that it is a huge success for you and the community.

- We are here to make sure you get a great return on investment, so we are more than happy to brainstorm ideas and make sure it is just right!

★ Sponsorship item can be enhanced further at extra cost, but not required. Please notify the coordinators if you want to go “above and beyond”.

Thursday, July 21, 11
“The Opportunity”

- Conference passes that can be assigned or transferred at your discretion.
- Named as the **sole sponsor** of a core component of PyCodeConf.
- 150x150 logo on the website.
- 200 word description on the website’s sponsor page.
- Insert and/or swag in the event bags.
- Advertisement (*you provide*) in the digital program.
- One (1) display banner (*you provide*) that will remain up during the entire conference.
- Extra tickets available at 25% discounted rate.

*Amount determined by sponsorship level, see next page for details.*

*If tickets are available.*
Premium Sponsorship

$16,000

- Everything listed in *The Opportunity*.
- Provides a total of four (4) conference tickets.
- Sponsorship of one of the evening parties:
  - Opening Party
  - Middle Party
  - Closing Party
- Limit of (3) sponsors.

Party details available upon request.
Standard Sponsorship $8,000

- Everything listed in *The Opportunity*.
- Provides a total of two (2) conference tickets.
- Sponsorship of one of the following components:
  - Espresso Cart
  - Photography
  - Food
  - Significant Others Track
  - Videography
  - *< Insert your crazy idea >*
Startup Sponsorship

- Everything listed in *The Opportunity*.
- Provides a total of one (1) conference ticket.
- The name sole sponsor component does not apply to this sponsorship level.
Interested?

We look forward to announcing your sponsorship!

For questions and to sign up, please contact Chris Williams.

codeconf@github.com • (703) 628-7533